Judge’s Open Dialogue Tracking Sheet

Use the table below to track questions asked and points raised by each team during the open dialogue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team A:</th>
<th>Team B:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- Did the team **directly and critically answer questions** posed by the other team, and **propose original ideas**?
- Did the team **build on the ideas of others**, so as to meaningfully **explore different ethical perspectives** and positions **relevant to the case question**?
- Did the team **focus on ethical concepts** during the dialogue?

*Note: a team should lose points if they do any of the following:*
  - **dominate the dialogue by not sharing the air** (- 2 pts)
  - **only ask questions of the other team** (- 1 pt)
never contribute new ideas, but instead only repeat points from presentation (−2 pts)